Abstract-In this paper, we propose a privacy-preserving proximity-based security system for location-based services in wireless networks, without requiring any pre-shared secret, trusted authority, or public key infrastructure. In this system, the proximity-based authentication and session key establishment are implemented based on spatial temporal location tags. Incorporating the unique physical features of the signals sent from multiple ambient radio sources, the location tags cannot be easily forged by attackers. More specifically, each radio client builds a public location tag according to the received signal strength indicators, sequence numbers, and media access control (MAC) addresses of the ambient packets. Each client also keeps a secret location tag that consists of the packet arrival time information to generate the session keys. As clients never disclose their secret location tags, this system is robust against eavesdroppers and spoofers outside the proximity range. The system improves the authentication accuracy by introducing a nonparametric Bayesian method called infinite Gaussian mixture model in the proximity test and provides flexible proximity range control by taking into account multiple physical-layer features of various ambient radio sources. Moreover, the session key establishment strategy significantly increases the key generation rate by exploiting the packet arrival time of the ambient signals. The authentication accuracy and key generation rate are evaluated via experiments using laptops in typical indoor environments.
region [1] [2] [3] [4] . In order to support the business or financial oriented LBS services, proximity tests have to provide location privacy protection and location unforgeability [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] .
Consequently, privacy-preserving proximity tests have recently drawn considerable research attention [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . Based on the received signal strength (RSS) of a single radio source, many of the proximity tests suffer from the limited proximity range and the authentication accuracy is not high in both stationary and fast changing radio environments [14] , [15] . Moreover, a recent study has shown that the RSS-based strategies are vulnerable to man-in-the-middle attacks [17] . To address this problem, Zheng et al. have proposed a location tag-based proximity test, which exploits the contents of ambient radio signals to improve the authentication accuracy and provides flexible range control [16] . However, the extraction of the packet contents in the proximity test not only engenders privacy leakage, but also increases the overall system overhead.
In typical indoor environments, a radio client can usually access multiple ambient radio sources, such as WiFi access points (APs), bluetooth devices and FM radios. Many offthe-shelf radio devices, such as laptops and smartphones, can readily extract the physical-layer features of the ambient signals, including the received signal strength indicator (RSSI) and the packet arrival time. Field tests have shown that clients in the same geographic area can observe a certain shared ambient signals, with approximately the same normalized packet arrival time and similar RSSIs. These physical-layer features do not directly disclose the client location and cannot be easily estimated and forged by a client outside the proximity [18] . Therefore, users can exploit the ambient radio signals to establish spatial temporal location tags and use the location tags to enhance security for LBS services.
In this paper, we propose a proximity-based authentication and key generation strategy for radio clients, without involving any trusted authority, pre-shared secret or public key infrastructure. For simplicity, we assume that a radio client called Alice initiates the authentication and pairwise session key generation with clients in her proximity. A peer client called Bob responds to her request. 1 Both clients monitor their ambient radio signals at the frequency band during the time specified by Alice.
According to the physical-layer features of the signals sent by multiple ambient radio sources, Bob constructs and informs Alice his public location tag, which incorporates the RSSIs, sequence numbers (SN) and media access control (MAC) addresses of the packets. Bob also builds and keeps a secret location tag, which consists of the packet arrival time sequence. Based on Bob's public location tag and her own measurements, Alice identifies their shared ambient packets and uses their features to derive the proximity evidence of Bob for both authentication and session key generation. Meanwhile, Alice informs Bob the indices of their shared packets in his secret location tag and helps him to generate his copy of the session key.
The authentication utilizes a nonparametric Bayesian method (NPB) called infinite Gaussian mixture model (IGMM) [19] to classify the RSSI data. This method avoids the "overfitting" problem and thus addresses the challenging issue of adjusting model complexity. The NPB method has shown its strength in the design of device fingerprints [20] and the detection of primary user emulation attacks in cognitive radio networks [21] . As an important alternative to deterministic inference such as expectation-maximization algorithm [22] , the IGMM model is implemented in the proximity test to authenticate radio clients.
The proximity-based security system takes into account the packet loss due to the channel fading and interference, and can counteract various types of attacks. By hiding the packet arrival time sequence in the secret location tag, which is the basis of the session key and cannot be forged by malicious users, this scheme can efficiently address eavesdropping and spoofing attacks [34] who are located outside the proximity range. Moreover, as public location tags do not disclose the client locations, location privacy is preserved for radio clients.
Involving multiple ambient radio sources, the proximity test improves the authentication accuracy and obtains more flexible range control than those based on a single RSSI trace [14] . Unlike the content-based location tag [16] , the tag in this work consists of the physical-layer features of ambient signals, and thus avoids decoding the ambient signals. Therefore, this work is applicable to the case that the ambient packet decoding is not available or desirable, significantly reduces the computational overhead, and prevents privacy leakages.
A. Contributions
The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows: (1) We exploit the arrival time sequence of the shared ambient radio packets to establish pairwise session keys for proximity clients. This scheme achieves a faster and more reliable key generation than the RSSI-based strategies [23] .
(2) Unlike the work [16] whose location tag incorporates the contents of the ambient packets, this strategy depends on the physical-layer features, including the packet arrival time and RSSI. Without checking the packet contents, this system provides better privacy protection and is more robust against spoofing, eavesdropping, replay attacks and man-in-the-middle attacks.
(3) By applying the nonparametric Bayesian method called IGMM and exploiting the packet arrival time information, the proximity test is more accurate than [13] [14] [15] . Moreover, this strategy also provides more flexible proximity range control and larger coverage area by combining the packet arrival time and RSSI information for appropriately chosen ambient radio signals.
B. Related Work
As a location sharing method, proximity test enables the information sharing between users within a certain range. Related security issues have recently received significant attentions among researchers [12] [13] [14] [15] , [24] [25] [26] [27] . In [12] , a practical solution exploits the measured accelerometer data resulting from hand shaking to determine whether two smartphones are held by one hand.
For the proximity range exceeding a single hand, RSSIbased proximity tests were proposed in [13] [14] [15] . The proximity test in [13] calculates the Euclidean distance between the RSSIs of the shared ambient WiFi signals and applies a classifier called MultiBoost. The test in [14] relies on the feature of the peer client's signal. In [15] , a secure pairing strategy exploits the amplitudes or phases of the shared ambient TV/FM radio signals to generate bits for the client pairs with longer proximity range. However, these methods are limited to the case where the distance between the radio clients is no more than a half wavelength away [15] .
To achieve flexible range control, Zheng et al. proposed a private proximity test and secure cryto protocol, which applies the fuzzy extractors to extract secret keys and bloom filters to efficiently represent the location tags [16] . Inspired by this work, we propose a location tag-based security technique to further improve the performance, and some preliminary results were given in [28] . In this paper, we move forward to present the proximity-based security protocol that incorporates the proximity range control with fine granularity. We analyze the range control and security performance, and perform indepth experiments to evaluate its performance such as the key generation rate and session key matching rate in typical indoor scenarios.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We describe the system model in Section II. Then we present the proximity-based authentication method in Section III, and the session key generation method in Section IV. We discuss the proximity range control and other important issues in Section V and provide experimental results in Section VI. Finally, we conclude in Section VII.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
In this paper, we consider two radio mobile clients called Alice and Bob, respectively, who are located in a certain geographic region. Without sharing any secret, trusted authority or public key infrastructure with Bob, Alice aims at initiating a proximity test and establishing a session key with him.
Both clients apply off-the-shelf radio devices, such as laptops and smartphones to extract the features of ambient radio signals, including the RSSIs, arrival time, source MAC addresses and sequence numbers (SN) of the packets. For simplicity, we take the 802.11 systems as an example in this section and consider the other types of radio sources in the later sections. In this system, each client monitors the ambient packets, which can be sent by access points (APs), over the frequency channel during the time specified by Alice, yielding a feature trace with N records.
As shown in [13] , [16] , [28] , a radio client in typical indoor environments can usually receive signals from multiple APs. For example, a stationary laptop in an experiment as later shown in Fig. 3 received signals from four APs in the 0.24s time duration. Unlike [14] , we utilize the ambient signals sent by multiple APs instead of the testing packets sent by the clients or a single neighboring AP. In addition, clients have small chances to receive the same ambient packet sequence in the presence of multiple APs due to the path-loss and small-scale fading in radio propagation in typical indoor environments. Therefore, an attacker outside the proximity can rarely obtains all the shared ambient packets between Alice and Bob, and thus has difficulty predicting the exact arrival time sequence for their shared ambient packets.
We 
A. Proximity-Based Security Protocol
By integrating the authentication and key generation process, we build a proximity-based security protocol for mobile users in wireless networks. As illustrated in Fig. 1 , this protocol consists of the following steps:
1. According to the desired proximity range, Alice decides and broadcasts her proximity test policy, including the frequency channel, the time duration and the features to monitor the ambient signals.
2. Upon receiving Alice's request, Bob measures the features of the packets as Alice specified. Both clients extract and store the RSSIs, arrival time, MAC addresses and sequence numbers of their ambient packets, i.e., rssi
3. Bob builds a location tag, sends Alice his public location tag, and keeps his secret location tag.
4. Alice authenticates Bob. 5. Alice compares Bob's public location tag with her trace to identify their shared packets. Following a key generation algorithm, Alice builds a session key, K A , and informs Bob the indices of their shared packets in his trace, J.
6. Based on his secret location tag and the indices J, Bob generates his session key, K B .
In the above handshake process, error correction coding such as BCH can be applied to counteract the transmission errors due to channel fading and interference. In addition, because of the different ambient radio environments and packet loss rates, clients usually take different time to obtain a given number of ambient packets. Due to this problem, the proposed key generation strategy solely relies on the same shared packets between Alice and Bob and thus provides a certain degree of robustness against packet loss. More details of this protocol are presented in Section III and Section IV.
The proximity-based security techniques have to address the following types of adversary clients: (1) third-party eavesdroppers whose goal is to obtain the session key between Alice and Bob, (2) third-party attackers located outside the proximity range, who inject spoofed or replay signals in hopes of leading to a mismatched session key between Alice and Bob, and (3) Bob as an attacker who aims at illegally passing the proximity test although he is outside the proximity range specified by Alice. We will investigate the impacts of the other attackers in our future work. For ease of reference, the commonly used notations are summarized in Table I .
III. PROXIMITY-BASED AUTHENTICATION
Receivers in the proximity have similar RSSIs and approximately the same arrival time regarding their shared ambient radio signals. Without directly disclosing the clients' locations, these physical-layer features cannot be easily estimated and thus be forged by clients outside the neighborhood [18] . Therefore, we propose a proximity-based authentication strategy for peer clients in wireless networks, where Alice decides whether Bob is in her proximity without violating his location privacy.
The proximity-based authentication is based on the similarity between the physical features of the shared ambient radio signals obtained by the radio clients. More specifically, Alice compares her trace with Bob's measurements extracted from his public location tag, according to a nonparametric Bayesian method (NPB) called infinite Gaussian mixture model (IGMM). Unlike the hypothesis tests such as maximum likelihood estimation, IGMM does not rely on the a priori knowledge of the input data model and works well even with uncertainty regarding the number of hidden classes and the data model [19] . In this authentication strategy, Alice classifies the RSSI information of the ambient signals from D APs to authenticate clients such as Bob.
A. IGMM-Based Proximity Test
According to Bob's location tag and her own feature trace, each with N records, Alice obtains a record vector x with n = 2N feature records. For simplicity of denotation, we assume in this section that each record has only D = 1 dimension and
, where the first N elements correspond to Alice's trace. However, this method can be extended straightforwardly to the multivariate case with D features, where the gamma variables are replaced by Wishart random matrices and the normal variables become multinormal random vectors. As an example, the experiments that will be presented in Section VI took into account the RSSI data of the signals sent by two ambient radio sources with D = 2.
The proximity test is based on the implementation of the IGMM model of x with the Markov chain Monte Carlo method called Gibbs sampling [22] . More specifically, first, we can use the finite Gaussian mixture model (FGMM) with k basis Gaussian distributions [19] to model the RSSI data x i in Alice's record vector. In this model, the probability distribution function (pdf) of x i is given by
where μ l and s l are the mean and precision of the l-th Gaussian distribution, respectively, and π l is the mixing proportion [22] with 0 ≤ π l ≤ 1 and
where ∼ means "to be proportional to". Both the mean, λ, and precision, r , are hyperparameters with the same values for all the k components in FGMM. They have the following normal and gamma priors:
and
where μ x and σ 2 x are the mean and variance of the RSSI value x i , respectively. Let c = [c i ] 1≤i≤n denote the classification labels of Alice's record vector x, where c i is the classification result of x i , and c −i incorporate the labels for the observations other than x i . Following Bayesian principle, by (1) and (2), we can derive the posterior distribution of μ l , conditioned on the classification results c,
wherex l is the mean of the observations belonging to Class l that has n l elements and is given bȳ
Similar to the derivation in [19] , according to (2)- (5), the posteriors of the hyperparameters, λ and r , are given by 
whose shape β and mean ω −1 are hyperparameters in the FGMM model. Their priors have the following inverse Gamma and Gamma forms,
By (1) and (9), we obtain the posterior of s l as
Then, by combining Eqs. (9)- (11) and after simplification, we have the following posteriors
According to [19] , the mixing proportionπ
(1) follows Dirichlet distribution, whose joint pdf is given by where (·) is the Gamma function. The concentration parameter α in Eq. (15) has an inverse Gamma shape, and its prior and posterior can be written as
By using the standard Dirichlet integral and integrating out the mixing proportions, we have the prior of the indicators as the following,
where n j is the number of data labelled with Class j . Let n −i, j represent the number of data before x i belonging to Class j , and p(c i = j |c −i , α, n −i, j ) denote the conditional prior probability for x i in Class j . The infinite Gaussian mixture model can be viewed as an extreme case of FGMM with k in Eq. (19) approaching infinity. Consequently, if n −i, j > 0, the conditional probability of c i in the IGMM model can be simplified into
Otherwise, if no data has been assigned to Class j yet, i.e., n −i, j = 0, the conditional probability of c i in IGMM becomes
According to Bayesian principle, we obtain the conditional posterior of the classification indicator as
The relationships among the hyperparameters (λ, r , β and ω), the input data x and the variables in the infinite Gaussian mixture model can be illustrated in the directed graph with plate notations in Fig. 2 , where the rectangular block represents the repeated structure.
Algorithm 1 IGMM-Based Authentication
In the proximity test, we can apply the Gibbs sampling method to generate the random samples for the joint probability distributions given by the above formulas of the IGMM model. The classification indicators c can be calculated according to the observations x. The number of distinct values in the resulting c i indicates whether the recipient of the ambient signal is in the proximity of Alice. Ideally, all c i take the same value if Bob is in the proximity with Alice, and take two different values if otherwise.
Detailed steps of the IGMM-based proximity test are illustrated in Algorithm 1, where NU is an integer that has to be set large enough to ensure accurate sampling for the IGMM model. In addition, the system parameter N has to be less than the maximum value of sequence number of the specified ambient signals to avoid packet aliasing.
B. Post-IGMM Process
As radio signals in typical radio environments usually have time-variant RSSIs, a post-IGMM process is proposed to address slight channel time variations. This process combines the classes resulting from the IGMM-based proximity test, if they are close to each other. More specifically, if the Euclidean distance of the centroids of two classes is below a threshold denoted as , these two classes are joined together. We now take Class i and j for instance.
, we combine these data and update the labels c l ∈ {i, j } with min(i, j ), ∀1 ≤ l ≤ n. Then the empty class is deleted by reducing c l by one if their original value c l > max(i, j ).
Next, we apply the majority rule to process Alice's trace with N records and calculate their new label C A by the following,
where δ(·) is the discrete delta function. Alice accepts the data whose label equals C A . We define the proximity passing rate denoted with ν as the ratio of Bob's records that pass the proximity test after the majority rule. Bob passes the proximity test, if the passing rate of his monitored ambient packets exceeds a threshold , i.e., ν > . The above IGMM-based authentication strategy is summarized in Algorithm 1. Besides this RSSI-based strategy, we also provide another authentication strategy that exploits the packet arrival time to achieve a larger proximity range. More specifically, as the key generation rate of the strategy given by Algorithm 2 contains proximity information, we can utilize this information for authentication purpose. More details will be provided in Section V.
IV. SESSION KEY ESTABLISHMENT
Note that clients receive the shared ambient radio packets approximately at the same time. Hence they can exploit the arrival time of the packets to establish pair-wise session keys without requiring any pre-shared secret, trusted authority or public key infrastructure. To this end, Alice initiates the process by broadcasting her key establishment policy. Upon receiving the policy, radio clients in the proximity including Bob monitor the ambient signals accordingly and build their spatial temporal location tags by extracting the physical-layer features of the signals.
Each location tag consists of two parts: a secret location tag that incorporates the packet arrival time information and is kept by the client, and the public location tag that informs Alice the RSSIs for authentication and the MAC addresses and SNs to identify ambient packets. 2 To counteract the difference between the secret location tag between clients due to the transmission over air, the measured packet arrival time is rounded according to a properly chosen rounding precision. The rounding precision denoted with ϒ is a tradeoff between 2 The duration is assumed to be short enough to avoid the reuse of SN for a given radio source. To address the transmission time, both Alice and Bob round the packet arrival time according to ϒ. As Alice and Bob are asynchronous in general, we take the first packet received by both clients as the reference packet and utilize the packet arrival time offset in terms of the arrival time of the reference packet in Algorithm 2. More specifically, let t a = t A 1 and t b = t B 1 denote the arrival time of the reference packet at Alice and Bob, respectively. Alice and Bob take the rounded packet arrival time offsets, The session key generation process is presented in Algorithm 2. Upon receiving Bob's public location tag, Alice compares it with her trace to identify their shared ambient packets. As a result, Alice obtains their indices in her trace and Bob's trace, given by I = {i |∃ j, 0 ≤ i, j ≤ N, A i = B j }, and J = { j |∃i, 0 ≤ i, j ≤ N, A i = B j }, respectively. Then Alice sends J to Bob.
In the next step, Alice generates her session key K A based on the arrival time of their shared packets, i.e., K A = [T A i ] i∈I . Similarly, Bob uses J to find their shared packets in his secret location tag and derives his session key with K B = [T B i ] i∈J . The proposed key establishment process is summarized in Algorithm 2. We can see that this strategy has low complexity and is easy to implement.
V. PROXIMITY RANGE CONTROL AND SECURITY ANALYSIS
In this section, we discuss related issues of the proposed security techniques, including the proximity range control and the security performance against various types of attackers.
A. Proximity Range Control
In this system, Alice can control the proximity range by choosing appropriate ambient radio sources and signal features at multiple levels. First, as shown in Table II , radio devices such as smartphones and laptops can access multiple radio sources with various coverage ranges and frequency bands. By switching her frequency bands, Alice chooses the radio sources whose coverage ranges are larger than the proximity range. For example, Alice can use FM radio signals for the proximity range of several miles, and choose WiFi or bluetooth signals if contacting with clients within the same room.
Second, the range control can also be achieved by selecting suitable physical-layer features, since the features have different coherent spacial distances. For example, Alice and Bob usually obtain different RSSIs if their distance is greater than a half wavelength, which is around several centimeters for WiFi sources. On the other hand, two clients can receive a shared packet approximately at the same time, even if they are more than 30m away. Therefore, we perform a fine-range proximity test by taking into account the RSSIs of the ambient signals and implement a large-range test based on the normalized packet arrival time.
The RSSI-based proximity test has been given in Algorithm 1, where the range granularity is determined by the thresholds in the post-IGMM process. In general, the range granularity decreases with the threshold . The thresholds are determined according to the proximity range via training in the similar environments.
As comparison, we also propose a simplified version of the proximity-based authentication strategy. As described in Algorithm 3, this strategy is based on the RSSI information of the ambient radio signals and applies the Euclidean distance method for classification. By skipping the IGMM process of Algorithm 1, this strategy reduces the system overhead and complexity.
Moreover, we also propose an authentication strategy by exploiting the packet arrival time feature of the ambient signals. As shown in Fig. 7(b) , the key generation rate of Algorithm 2 decreases smoothly and approximately monotonically with the client distance. Therefore, Alice can evaluate the key generation performance of Algorithm 2 to perform the proximity-based authentication. More specifically, Alice compares her key generation rate with a threshold denoted as : she believes that Bob is in her proximity if her key generation rate is higher than , and rejects Bob if otherwise.
As will be shown in the experimental results in Section VI, the packet arrival time-based authentication strategy can control the proximity range more flexibly. In that strategy, the coverage range that is more than 50 meters for WiFi signals is much larger than the proximity range of the method in [15] , which is around several centimeters. Thus for a large Algorithm 3 Simplified Proximity-Based authentication proximity range (e.g., a WiFi-based proximity test with 50m proximity range), Alice chooses the key generation rate of Algorithm 2 instead of Algorithm 1 in the proximity-based authentication. On the other hand, if Alice's proximity range is short, Algorithm 1 that is based on RSSIs achieves a higher authentication accuracy.
B. Security and Performance Analysis
The proximity-based security technique is robust against the eavesdropper whose goal is to locate clients. As shown in Fig. 1 , all that eavesdroppers can capture are the indices J and Bob's public location tag that consists of the RSSIs, SNs and MAC addresses of the ambient packets. Since neither of them directly discloses Bob's location, this system can protect the location privacy.
As shown in [17] , existing key generation strategies that are based on the RSSI and channel impulse response (CIR) [23] , [29] [30] [31] [32] or the phase [33] are vulnerable to the manin-the-middle attacks. For instance, eavesdroppers can reveal 40% to 50% of the keys, and attackers can sabotage the key agreements with 95% confidence by injecting spoofing signals during less than 4% of the overall communication duration [17] .
Fortunately, man-in-the-middle attacks out of the proximity can be addressed in the proposed key establishment system by exploiting the packet arrival time. Because of the packet loss due to the channel fading that decorrelates fast over space, it is highly challenging for an attacker outside the proximity to estimate the exact ambient packet arrival time sequence of a client, if there are multiple ambient radio sources, which is true in most indoor environments. For example, Fig. 3 presents a packet arrival sequence captured by a client with a wireless adapter in an experiment, showing the difficulty in estimating the exact SN sequence over time and thus the corresponding packet arrival time. This system never broadcasts the packet arrival time information over the air. Therefore, eavesdroppers outside the proximity cannot derive the pairwise session key between Alice and Bob.
Next, we consider attackers who spoof ambient radio sources by injecting faked or replay signals in hopes of significantly increasing the key disagreement rate between Alice and Bob in Algorithm 2. Note that the actual ambient radio source and the attacker usually result in different RSSIs in their signals due to distinct locations. Therefore, the faked packets can hardly pass the proposed proximity-based authentication, and thus are discarded in the session key generation using Algorithm 2. In addition, even with the knowledge of the past RSSI information, attackers still have difficulty in estimating the current RSSI obtained by the radio client due to the random time variation of RSSIs. Consequently, the proposed authentication strategy can also filter out the relayed messages.
Finally, compared with the time-variant RSSI or CIR, the packet arrival time has much higher entropy and is less sensitive to the radio propagation pattern. Therefore, as will be shown in the experimental results, this system can generate session keys much faster, and control the proximity range more flexible than the RSS-based key generation strategies such as [23] . Moreover, by introducing the IGMM method and exploiting the packet arrival time information, this security system provides more accurate authentication with flexible range control for larger coverage area than the strategies in [13] [14] [15] . More in-depth analysis of the security performance will be performed in our future work.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We performed experiments in Virginia Tech Northern Virginia Center to evaluate the performance of this system. As shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 8 , two laptops acting as Alice and Bob, respectively, were placed in different locations in the 2nd floor of the building. Utilizing wireless adapters AirPcap Nx and open-source packet analyzers Wireshark, both laptops simultaneously captured the ambient WiFi signals. Although the experiments were based on WiFi, the proposed strategy can be easily extended to the case with multiple types of radio sources such as FM and Bluetooth ambient signals.
In each scenario, clients extracted the RSSI, packet arrival time, SN and MAC addresses of the ambient beacon frames at 2.417 GHz, and recorded the trace for one minute. Both clients recorded the RSSIs from D = 2 ambient WiFi APs. An example of the measured RSSI vectors is presented in Fig. 4 , where the first N = 1000 data were observed by Alice, while the following 1000 vectors were reported by Bob. Clearly, the RSSI vectors variant over time. 
A. Proximity-Based Authentication
The settings of the first experiment with 17 scenarios are shown in Fig. 5 , where Bob was placed in different locations along the hallway. Both clients recorded the RSSI from 2 ambient WiFi APs. An example of the difference between the ambient RSSI vectors obtained by Alice and Bob is presented in Fig. 5(b) , showing that the average RSSI difference often increases with the distance between Alice and Bob, especially when the distance between Alice and Bob is less than 15m. On the other hand, their relationship is in general complicated, as RSSI also depends on the transmitter location and the specific radio environment.
We calculated two metrics to evaluate the authentication performance: (1) Type 1 error rate, also known as false alarm rate or false rejection rate, is the probability that Alice rejects the packet from a client in her proximity by mistake; and (2) Type 2 error rate, or the false acceptance rate, is the probability to falsely accept a packet sent by a client outside her proximity.
We present the probability for Bob to pass the proximity test by Alice in different scenarios for both Algorithm 1 with the threshold = 7.5 and Algorithm 3. As illustrated in Fig. 6(a) , Alice can accurately determine whether Bob is in her proximity with the 4m proximity range. For example, the false rejection rate of Algorithm 1 is very small if the Alice-Bob distance is less than 3m. In this case, the false acceptance rate is less than 5% when the distance between Alice and Bob is larger than 6m, and is very small when the Alice-Bob distance is more than 10m. We also provide the performance of Algorithm 1 with different in Fig. 6(b) , showing that = 7.5 is a good heuristic choice for the authentication with the 4m proximity range.
Compared with Algorithm 3, the NPB-based strategy, Algorithm 1, is more stable in both the rejection region and the passing region, and has a narrower transition region. For example, the Type 1 error rate of Algorithm 1 is more than 5% lower than Algorithm 3, when the Alice-Bob distance is 2m and the proximity range is 3m. Meanwhile, Algorithm 1 rejects the clients outside the proximity more accurately. For instance, the Type 2 error of Algorithm 1 is about 20% lower than Algorithm 3, when the Alice-Bob distance is 6m and the proximity range is 3m. On the other hand, Algorithm 3 also works well when the Alice-Bob distance is much larger than the proximity range (e.g., the proximity range and Alice-Bob distance are 3m and 40m, respectively), as shown in Fig. 6(a) .
B. Key Generation Performance and Range Control
We use two criteria to evaluate the performance of the session key establishment: (1) the key generation rate that is the speed for Alice to generate K A in bits per second, and (2) the key disagreement rate defined as the percentage of bits in Alice's key (K A ) that are different from Bob's (K B ). Fig. 7 provides the performance of Algorithm 2 in Experiment 1, with the time rounding parameter ϒ = 1, 2 and 3. It is shown in Fig. 7 that ϒ = 2 achieves both a high key generation rate and low key mismatching rate for all 17 scenarios. For instance, the lowest key generation rate is about 100 bps and the key disagreement rate is no more than 4%, if the Alice-Bob distance ranges between 1m and 55m. With such a low error rate, the key disagreement can be conveniently addressed by the error correction codes such as BCH.
Next, as shown in Fig. 7(b) , the key generation rate decreases smoothly and slowly with the Alice-client distance. That is because clients in different areas see different ambient packet arrival sequences and thus packet arrival time sequences, in presence of multiple ambient radio sources as is typical in indoor environments. For instance, the key generation rate is above 100 bps even when Bob is about 50m away from Alice and the key disagreement rate is less than 4%. Therefore, the key generation rate of Algorithm 2 can be used by Alice to determine whether Bob is in her proximity.
The maximum proximity range of the authentication based on the packet arrival time is much larger than that of the RSSIbased strategies. For example, Alice can authenticate clients as far as 50m away by comparing the key generation rate of Algorithm 2 with the threshold . The parameter settings in Experiment 1 are listed in Table III , with proximity range changing from 3m to 50m. The system parameters, and , are chosen according to the specified proximity range in the experiment.
Compared with most existing work, the proposed strategy provides a much larger maximum proximity range than most existing work. More specifically, considering 2.4GHz WiFi ambient signals, the maximum proximity range of this strategy is around 50m, while the maximum proximity ranges supported by ProxiMate in [15] and Ensemble in [14] are only 6.25 cm and 2m, respectively. Moreover, this scheme provides higher key generation rates than ProxiMate. For example, in typical indoor environments, the key generation rate of this scheme, which is around 200bps, is much higher than the 13 bps rate of ProxiMate in [15] . In addition, this scheme also provides more accurate authentication than Ensemble. For example, as shown in Section VI, this scheme has a small false rejection rate for clients within 3m from Alice and false acceptance rate for clients more than 10 m away, which outperforms the 0.19 false rejection rate of Ensemble [14] .
C. Room-Based Proximity Test
Experiment 2 contained six scenarios, with topology illustrated in Fig. 5(a) . In this experiment, Alice performed Algorithm 1 to decide whether Bob is in the same office. The performance of the room-based proximity test is presented in Fig. 8(b) , showing that the error rates for Alice to find a sameroom client are mostly below 15%. We have also found that the ambient packet matching ratio is mostly above 40% when Alice and Bob are in the same room, or above 25% when they are in different rooms. The results indicate that both clients have plenty of shared ambient packets to build the session key. Finally, we can see that the lowest session key generation rate is approximately as high as 248 bps. More details are given in [28] .
Finally, we note that this work cannot achieve zero error rates, just like the other PHY-layer security schemes due to the properties of radio propagation. However, it can be used to enhance the security of LBS in wireless networks. For example, the proposed strategy provides a lightweight security protection for the LBS applications that do not require zero error rates in a wireless network without any pre-shared secret, trusted authority or public key infrastructure. On the other hand, for the applications with strict security requirements, the proposed scheme can serve as the bootstrap for the establishment of secure connections among the clients in the proximity and be incorporated with existing traditional security methods to achieve "100% security".
VII. CONCLUSION
We have proposed a proximity-based authentication and key establishment scheme by exploiting the physical-layer features of ambient radio signals for LBS services in wireless networks, without requiring any pre-shared secret. Flexible range control is achieved by selecting the appropriate radio sources, such as ambient WiFi access points (APs), bluetooth devices and FM radios and choosing their suitable physical-layer features.
The system applies the Markov chain Monte Carlo implementation of the infinite Gaussian mixture model (IGMM) to classify the RSSIs of multiple ambient signals and thus determines whether a client is in the proximity. In the key establishment, clients generate session keys based on the normalized arrival time of their shared ambient packets.
The system does not disclose the client locations, and is robust against eavesdropping, spoofing, replay attacks and man-in-the-middle attacks outside the proximity. Experiments using laptops with WiFi packet analyzers in typical indoor environments have verified the efficacy of the security technique. By applying the IGMM model, the authentication is more accurate and is less sensitive to the radio propagation pattern than existing RSS and CIR-based authentication strategies. The key generation rate that can be as high as 248 bps in ideal cases is much higher than that of the RSSbased strategies. In the future, we will further evaluate the performance of the proposed strategy with experiments based on FM, Bluetooth and WiFi ambient signals and study how to incorporate this PHY-layer security strategy with the existing traditional security protocols to address the man-in-the-middle attacks inside the proximity.
